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FLOW OBSERVATIONS WITH TUFTS AND LAtiPBLACK OF 

TZE STALLIFG OF FOUR TYPICAL AIRFOIL SECTIONS 

IB THE N.A.C.A. VARIA3LE-DEBSITY'TUNNEL 

By Ira H. Abbott and Albert Sherman 
, 

SUMMARY 

A preliminary investigation of the stalling processes 
of four typical airfoil sections was made over the criti- 
cal range of the Reynolds Rumber. Xotion pictures were 
taken _of the movement8 of small silk tufts on the air-foil 
surface as the angle of attack increased through a range e 
of angles including the stall. The boundary-layer flow 
also at certain angles of attack was indicated by the pat- -. 
terns formed by a surpension of lampblack in oil brushed 
onto the airfoil gurface. These observations were analyzed 
together with corresponding force-test measurements to de- 
rive a picture of the stalling processes of airfoils. 

IXTRODUCTION 

The stalling characteristics of-an airfoil section 
are among its most important aerodynamic properties, not 
only because the value of tho maximum lift coefficient 
detersines the wing loading pormissiblo for a given stall- 
ing speed but also -because these characteristics.influence - 
the manner of stall of tapered wings, which is intimately 
connected with lateral stability and damping in roll at 
the stall. A discussion of the mechanism of the stall is 
given in reference 1, in which the stall is considered to . - 
be caused by laminar or turbulent separation resulting in 
general flow breakdown; the type of separation is governed r 

by tfie airfoil section and the Reynolds Number and is in- 
fluenced by the general boundary-layer conditions. Al- .- 
though much experimental and theoretical study has been 
devoted to the mechanism of the stall, the phenomena which- ---- 
occur are 80 complex that the understanding of'the subject 
remains unsatisfactory. 

. 
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The present preliminary inv,estigatio.n was undertaken- 
to study the stalling of four..typical airfail s-ections 
over the critical range of-the Reynolds Number in the 
N.A.C.A. variable-'density. tunnel." This investigation is 
to be extended to include the -stalling of tapered wings 
in the Ni,A:C.A. v'ariableidensity tunnel and'.'of airfoil 
sections in flight-and in wind tunnels of much less tur- 
bulence than. that o-f'fhe K.A.O.A. .variable-density tunnel. 
It is expected that the results of those inve.stigations, 
together with advances in boundary-layer theory, will 
provide so1118 adlit-ional information leading to a better 
understanding.of the nature of the stall and of the ef- 
fects of wind-tunnel turbulence on airfoil data. 

Sotion pictures of the movements of sinall silk tufts 
on th.e -airf-oil surface were made as the airfail passed 
through .t.he ',stail. As an indication ofthe boundary-layer 
flow, patterns formed by a suspension of lampblaok in oil 
brushed onto the airfoil.sucPace were observed at certain 
angles of attack. These .oSser%&tions were corfelat-ed iRith 
force-t~t~measurements to provide a Rartinl picture of 
the stalling procasses of the ai.r.f%il sections unde,r the 
flow conditions of the variable-density wind tunnel. 

The models employed were th-e N.A,C.A, @GO9 and 8318 
rectangular, square-tip airfoils and the ti.AA.C~,AL-001.2.an& 
4412 rectangular, rounded-tip airfoils. The tests were 
siiailar -to the usual force tests (reference 2) except tha$ 
two angle-of-attack stings instead of the usual single 
sting WE'P~ used to eliminate interference at the niidsec- 
tian of the airfoil.. The only force measurement-s mad-e 
were readings df the'lift coefficients near the stall, 

For the observations-of.the generalfiow above- tke. 
airfoil sur>face, fine.silk tufts were employed; their 
length and spac.ing were of the,ordgr .of l/4 inch. They 
were affixed by their front ends tu the airfoil upper'sur- 
face near the midsection and their positions were stag- 
gered-to minimize mutual iuterferencc.' .A romotely opcr- 
ated 16-millimeter motion-picture ca;aera was used to take 
the picture records, the tunnel.lights being dimmed momen- 
tarily at specified.values of the continuously increasing 
angle of attack to indicate the angle.of attack on each 
film. ----*:7 .- 
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For the boundary--layer patterns, lampblack.was sus- 
pended in oil of various viscosities,. the viscosity being 
changed to suit the tunnel operating conditions, and was 
brushed onto the airfoil.in as tbin.a filti as possible. 
The observations were made at fixed angles o.ffattsck to .-.- 
obtain patterns of the flow f or steady conditions. Motion- 
p.icture records, 'supplemsntei by visual observations when - .-- 

possible, were obt,ained of the. formation of the patterns. 
Position measurements of the prosinect lines atid regions 
in the lampblack patterns mere obtained after each run. 
Although some features of most of the patterns changed 
slowly with time after the air flow was stopped because -.. 

the oil ran over the surface, it is believed that these. 
measureaents represent the pattern with ct fair degree of 
accuracy. 

The tufts were expected to describe the general flow Y 
over the airfoil, and t:;le lampblack. in oil was expected 
to indicate the nature of the f1o.g in the boundary layer. . -- .- 
It is important to recognize th.e pdssi'bility that the 
tufts or the lampblack may have changod.fhe charactor of 
th.e f.lo,w by their presence. This effect, however, is be- 

.li-eved, to have been small, inasmuch as the values, of the .- 

maximum lift coefficients agreed with .the valucs.previously I 
obtained without tufts. 

I .# 
r : 

'_ _' : f L 
RESTLTS AXS DISCUSS& . . . . . .., .: L.. 

,‘.. : i.. 

., - 

Figures 1 to 4 present 
vationscdrrelated with 

the result;; of.the.tuft bbser- 
the corresponding sect.iqn.lift 

curves derived from force-test data. TLe flow representa- 
tions are grouped in columus correspon&,ing to tho diff.e.r- 
ent 'values 'of -th'? ef.fcctive Reynolds.l?unber :R.,; the ordi- 
nate position o.f.each representatio'n"currespbnds to the 
section angle o-f attack zo. Impo'rtant~ 'features of the 
flzow.inthe boundary,,layer as deduced from'the lampblack. 
patterns are indicated on the figures by appropriate sym-. 
bol,s. Where-symbols .are lacking, no seasure'monts wo-re.. - 
made;, 

.--- 

.a 

Interpretation.of data.- 
tuft Grvations, 

In the.-intergr.etation of-the 
the two. conditions terl;?ed '"un'separated" 

and "fully separated U flow mer.e easily distinguishable, 
For unseparsttd f.loti, the tufts would ordinarily lie f.l&t 
on the airfo.i.1 sur.face without movement; for, .separ&ted 
flow,, the tufts fluctuated violentlg:in direction, some- 

. 

” 
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times disappearing entirely from the pictures but general- 
ly indicating a strong reversed flow. The .details of the 
transition fram unseparated to fully separated fl-ow varied 
with the different airfoils ,and 'with the values .of the 
Reynolds Number. 

‘ 
- 

. 

Insome cases, such as for the N.A.C.A. 4412 airfoil, 
the first fluctuations of the tufts as the angle of attack 
of the airfoil wa.s increased were small uncertain movements 
of those nearest the trailing edge, Such mo.yements were 7 
considered t-o be caused by the relatively thick.turbulent 
boundary layer, and the flow is considered to be unsspa- 

_ 

rated. 

In .other cases, the first movements of the tufts were 
sudden, violent flicks in which the flow indicated by .the .- 
tufts completely changed direction. These flicks might 
0ccu.x. over-sithera small or a large region. Sometimes 
these flicks were of very short duration, occurring only 
for the length of Vim-e required .for th-e air to, travel fwo 
or three, chord lengths. As the angl%of attack increased, 
these flicks commonly became mo,re freq,uent and of longer 
duration. The flow in this case is represented in figures 
1 to 4 as "momentarily separated." 

F?r 
. 

As the flicks becams'more frequent and of longe,r dura- 
tion, a point was reached where the time during which the 
flow was separated-was of the same order.'as the time of 

.d 

..- 
unseparated flow. Such a condition is defined as being 
"intermittently separated." This condition often occurred 
without the intervention of the sudden short flicks pre- 
viously mentiqned. 

In the-case of .the lampblack-in:oil obs.er%ations,' ' 
-. 

study of motion-picture records and visual observation in- 
dicated that the 'first'movements of the'very thin film-. 
usually consisted of a downstream flow from the leading', 
edge and a cleaning, out of the film by bo-th upstream and* 
downstream movement.s from some point downstream from the -. 
1oca.tion.o.f the p,eak negative pressure.' .-In rthe-interme- .- -- 
diate region, two sharp lines of lampblack and oil devel- 
oped. The'se lines might -either be merged or be separated 
by an appreciable distance, in which'case the. film between 7. 
them remained undisturbed by the flow. Ia all cases, the' - 
diatanae between the first sharp line and.the downstream 
point from which the film moved in both directions de- 
creased at increased Xeynolds.Numbers orreduced angles of b 
attack, the entire pattern disappearing at sufficiently 

. 
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1oT angles. The distance betTeen the tvo sharp lines 
varied accordingly. The general app,aarance of a pattern 
is shown in figure 5. The sketch (fig. 5a) points out the - ._. 
most definite features usually obsarvcd in a lampblack 
pattern as they occurred on the N.A.C.,A, 8318 airfoil. 
(See fig, 5b.) Before the photograph (.fig. 5b) was taken, 
incidentally, the Rattern had run appreciably, losing its 
original sharpness. 

The proper interpretation of such patterns is.doubt- 
fill, but the variati.ons of the pattern %%"th angle of at- 
tack and Reynolds Xumb.er correspond closely to what would 
be expected from consideration of the boundary-layer- con- 
ditions on the basis of the following tentative interpre- . . 
tation. 

Tha first, or upstream, sharp line is thoughtto.ba 
associated ivith a local reduction in, the shearing forces 
at the surface of the airfoil. Such a reduction in the 
snearing forces may be caused by laminar, separation and, 
for brevity, the. location of this line will be referred to 
as "point of laminar separation." The paint from which 
the film moved in both the u;?stream and the downstream df;: ---. 
roctions is considerad to be the point vrhcre the flow re- 
turns-to the surface. as the result of the formation.:of 
turbulence. The se,cond sharp line t,hes b.ecomes the up- cr *" .- 
stream limit of t-he region of strong.reversed flow Under A_..,. - the overrunning boundary layer. 

On the basis of this, interpretation, the patterns 
show the increased difficulty experienced by the flop in 
returning ,to the surface after laminar separation at high 
an.<les af at,tack or at lqw values o.f ,the.Reynolds Fumb.er. 
Eventually t.hi,s .pr,ocess., in ,the case, of the -EI.A.C..A. 0009 
and 0012 airfo,il.s,. .leads,to complete ;flow~sepqrafi.pp from 
near the leading edg'e, as' indicated by the tuft observa- 
tions. In the case,of. the N.d.C..A. 44i2 and 8,318Yairfoils, 
the stall occurs.by progressive s,oparation frsm near tho 
trailing. edge before the.laminar., separation be-comes. suffl- .-_. 1 cientlg severe to cause complete flow.bre'akdown. 

The positions of the first sharp. line of the patter,ns 
are tabulated in table I together '%ith some theoretical. 
separatio,n points computed for the.smo condi'tiqns by the 
method of reference 3. -The mos,t important features of the --- 
boundary-layer flow, as indicated by the foregoing inter- 

.- 

pretation, are shown in fig'ure.s 1 to .4. Some features have 
been omitted from the ?.resentation because 6-f diffi-culty in .-.-- 
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measuring or interpre:ting the patterns,. In particular, the 
point where the floWis considered to return to the surface 
is often omitted bBCaUs5 too> little lamlsblack remained in 
this region to permit measurement after the pattern was 
for!aed. On account of these difficulties and the possibil- 
ity that the accumulation of the lampblack may affect the 
flow, the use of-this methad for.tho.study oft'ne boundary 
layer is not advocated. 

. 

i-C,A,C :A.. 0009 airfoil. -. ,.T.he results for the N.A.C.A. 
0009 airfoi.3. are present-ed in figure 1'. This airfoil is 
an exa,nw,le of the type in which t-he stall is influenced 
priaarily by, 'the 1aminaLseparution occurring nea.r..the 
leading edge. 
N+uir , 

In the lower critical range of..,the Reynolds 
t'hu first evidence shown by the tufts of'tho ap- 

proaching stall is momentary soparation occurring at the 
leading edge followed by intermittent separation aithor 
spreading downstream from t-he leading edge or occurring 
simultaneously o'v.er the whole uodor surface. The com- 
plotcly-separated region .grows bylckward to cover-the en- 
tiro upper surface. If the lift is sufficiently low, how- 
ever, it continues,to increase to about tho maximum lift 
coefficient for a flat plats-. 

--.L-.- :-. -: 

, Y 
a-- 

At a value of the effective Roynol3.s Fumboi'of 
3,4CO,OOO, tho action is- similar to that in tho lowor 
range except tlhat momentary soy!a.ration first occurs near. ,. ~ 
the trailing edge, which probably i::dicates separation of 
the turbulent boundary layer. The separated region does 
not grow forward but probably influences the momentary 
separation..that suddenly occurs over the' entire upper sur- 
face; the 'stall then devolops much the same as at the 
lower values of the Reynolds Number. At the higher value8 
of the Reynolds Number, intermittent separation occurs 
simultaneously over the entire upper surface. 

N.A.C A:, OC.l2.airfoi.l.- -e--L.- --A .At the..lo~er .ena ef thel:criti:-. ~. - 
Cal-Reynolds Number range, the stalling process for the 
N.~L.C.A. 0012 airfoil (fig. 2) is similar to that for the 
N.AL.C.X. 0009 airfoil, in that separation grows back from 
the leading edge to cover the entire upper surface and then 
increases in intensity with increasing angle of attack. At 
the higher Reynolds Numbers in the critical range, the sop- . 
aration starts, at the trailing edge and probably influences 
the completeflow breakdown‘from the .leading edge that oc- 
curs at .larger angles of attack. 

NACx -. . . , 4412,airfoii - -----m-.4---2 The characteristics' of the 
f; 
_ _ 

l 

. 
I I: 
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stalling process for the N.A.G.A. 4412 airfoil (fig. 3) 
appear to be opposite to thQse.for the W.A.dJ~lXZJ9~~Sir- 
foil, Separatton grows forward from the trailing edge 
witil increasing angle of attack, evidently as a result of - 
progressive separation of the turbulent boundary layer. 
Separation originates at lower angles of attack a5 the 
Reynolds Xumber is-increased and the stalling process 
covers a larger range of angles, the maximum lift coeffi- 
cient being higher at the higher values of .the-Reynolds 
Number. There are no sudden changes in the character of 
the flow in the region of the stall. The overrunning flow 
appears to be unaffected by the laminar'separation indi- 
cated by the lampblack tests, but the presence of this 
laminar separation probably influences the turbulent sap- ' 
a&.ation near the trailing edge'. (Compare,refarenco~,l.) 

X.A.C.+1, 8318 airfoil,- Figure 4shows the stalling 
processes for the N.A.C.A. 8318 airfoil, which are some- 
what similar to those for the X.A.C.A. 4412. At a value 
'of the effective Reynolds Number of 200,000, a sudden sharp 
dray) in lift occurs at the maximum and is accompanied by-a 
corresponding sudden change in the character df the flow, 
At all values of the effective Reynolds Number for wh$ch . 

tests were made, except for a value of 800,009, the tuft5 
showed separation phenomena at the middle of the sectidn 
corresponding roughly with the region of reversed-Plow'in- 
dicated by the lampblack at the lower v-aiues of the Reynolds -- 
Nunber . In general, however, ,.the stall. results from pro- 
gressive separation of the'turbulent boundary layor, the 
separated regfon growing Poraard.from the traiIing.odge. 
The leading edge resists the proca5s of separation much -I 

.__ more markedry than does that of the B.A,e.A. 4412. - 
,I 1 --._.. - 

General stalling processes:- The stalling processes 
shown by these tests are in agreement with the discussion 
of stalling presented in referr;ncs 1. The final.flow ' 

.breakdown occurs either as leadingledge separation, caused 
by separation of the laminar boundarj layer and failure' 40 
reestablish the flow through the formation of turbulence, 
or as seFaration.of the turbulent boundary layer near the .- 

trailing edge. These two stalling processes are not, hdK- 
ever, separate phenomana occurring indepan3ently buTare 
intimately related,' the actual point cf.5esaratio.n and its - --- 
growth being influenced by the general boundary-layer con- 
ditions. 

-. . ..- 

'FThan separation occurs near the leadin edge (figs. 1 
and 2), it usually causes a sudden drop in lift either with 
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or without vi'o'lent. fluctuations be'tween the two conditions 
of stalled and iin-sta'llea flow. 
0009 airfoil (fig. 1), 

-In the c,ase .of th< 3.A.C.A. 
this type of seyarati.qn o_gc_urred.at. 

all values of the Reynolds I&mb'er;.b<lt, 'at the lower valuesI 
the flow was pa'rtly reestablished over a large portion of 
the chord and the stall was progressive. The reosfablish- 
me'nt ofLlthE: flow was farcilit~ted'by the low lift coeffi- 
cient at tlie stail, which indicates relatively low'adverse 
pressure gradients. 

. 

" When,separation:occurred ne.ar the..t_railin_g edge (figs. 
3 and 4); it progressed farward without-any sudd.&n f1o.w 
changes or drops in the lift except-ix the case 6f the 
V.A.C.A. 8318 afrfoil at'the lowest value.of-t%e'Reynolds 
Bumber tested, for which the final flow breakaobn @parent- 
ly occurred as the result of forward separat3cn, _ 

- ; 
,- 

-- 
The question'arises as to the extent .to which the 

general flow is separated and.to vhic4'the.Ilft;..is-afSect- 
ed when separation is shown by the tuft-s on the surface, 
particularly when the se-ration shown by the tufts is of 
short duration. In the present tests, the tufts often . m 
failed to show the local sop-arati.on indicated %y‘che ramp- 

< .i 

'black, which indicat-od that the region of reversed flow 
was very shallow--and had‘littlo'cffect on the general flow. t . 
Similarly, 

_ +- 
less: shallow regions df'reve*sGd fxow m&ght-b& >. 

indicated by the surface tufts but have little effect-on... -.- 
the lift coefficient. Jones--(reference. 4) studied t-he flow 
by means of tufts attached to small rods extending some -- 
distance from'the airfoil surface-, .but little has been done 
to correlate the r,asults,of -such studies with the .effotits 
on instantaneous lift' for $articular airfoil sect-lo-~3.5,~. purr .._. .__ 
ther study of the.dotailed flow changes and'the accompany- 
ing fluctuations of the forces at the stall appears to of- 
fer a promising field of researcl;'~~ading't6-.~-bett‘er'-- 

-; 

derstanding of the effects of scale and turbulence as will 
as of the effect of the type -of stall on airplane perform- 
ance. 

Langley Memoryal Aeronautical Laboratoryi 
National. Advisory Committee f-or Aeronaut$cs, -.. 

Langley Field, Va., September 7, 1938. 
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TABLE I _ - -- 1 .- 

Theoretical and Measured Lamtnar Separation--.Points 

(bieasured points obtaiqed from lampblack patterns) . 
- -. .-.--u 

N.A.C.A. 
airfoil 

-- 

0009 

0012 

4412 

8318 

-.- 

(milF?ons) 

0.4- 
6.1 
8.2 

--.-. 
6.2 

11.0 
11.0 

.4 

.4 

.4 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
3.4 
3.4 

6.3 
.6 

1T.G 
9.4 

11.1 
11.9 

9 . 4 
14.2 

.4 
1.7 
3.4 

10.3 
10.2 
13.5 

.2 8.3 

.4 8.0 

.8 8.0 
1.7 8.0 

Ct I 
T 

1.080 
1.080 

0.3 
.3 

. 910 
1.050 
1.100 

.910 
1.339 

f 
I 
f I I 1.s 

.8 

1.420 22.6 
1.445 22.1 

Laminar separation points 
-- 

(percent of chord from .. 
leading edge) 

_- 

Theoretical Measured 
-.-- .I 

0.5 -7 
.3 

1 
.a --.- 

3.2 
1.0 

.5 
1.3 
1.0 

.5 
1.4 1: 

.4 
_ . . . 

1 .6, 1.4 
1.2 -. 

.9 . 

21.5 
21.6 
26 
None 
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Figure Sa.- Sketoh indioatlng general appesranos 
of lmnpblaok pattern on forward 

portion of 1o.A.O.A. 8318 airfoil. Arrora show 
direotion of motion of lampblaok. 

Figure !5b.- Lampblaok pattern on B.A.O.A. 8318 airfoil. Photograph of 
pattern; cr, , 8.3O , R, , 200,600. 


